International Students

International Student Counts

International students are those recorded in the IPEDS reporting category “non-resident alien,” but these international metrics are not limited to the students reported to IPEDS. As shown in the Reporting Category graph the international population also includes non-credit students and those in Abu Dhabi and Shanghai. The New York University Factbook, Student Enrollment Snapshot displays the IPEDS number.

The distribution of students by visa type is shown to clarify the composition of the international population. While most students have F (Student) or J (Exchange Visitor) visas there are also a variety of other visas as well as students classified as non-resident alien for whom visa data are not available in the Student Information System.

Top Source Countries

These graphs classify international students by citizenship country, excluding those for whom no country is recorded. One graph shows data from the most recent fall census. To provide trend data the other selects the top countries by summing international enrollment over the last four fall semesters. The trend-data selection may therefore differ from the most recent data.

Detail by School and Degree Category

The third section of this page provides detail on total students with the opportunity to select a school and/or degree category. It also provides complete detail on citizenship countries and a count of the countries from which NYU has international students.